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EPAY Human Capital Management is an integrated HR system that helps medium and large companies track, manage and pay their employees. EPAY Systems specializes in industries such as business services, personnel, manufacturing, healthcare and hospitality. EPAY HCM's functions include candidate tracking, onboarding, benefit
management, workforce management, time tracking, and payroll. In addition to the main HR functionality, you can track benefits, schedule employees, track time and service, and process payroll. The system helps recruit talent and automates the hiring and onboarding process, eliminating manual data entry. EPAY's workforce
management application elevates your HCM platform. In addition to capturing time and service, the system provides real-... Read More Human Resources Departments play a complex and dynamic role in business, but their primary responsibility is what is known as human capital management (HCM). This may seem like a vague
concept, but as a small business owner, it's important to understand. What is human capital management? Human capital management is a term for people management. According to Gartner, HCM is a set of practices related to managing people's resources, specifically in the categories of workforce acquisition, management, and
optimization. HCM is applicable to any organization, but is especially important for companies with knowledge workers, where the most critical asset of the company is its people. People-related costs, including compensation and benefits... are now the largest budget items for most companies, which means HR has shifted to a more
strategic and integrated role in fulfilling the global organization's strategy and goals, said Krista Skidmore, co-founder of FlashPoint.Editor: Looking for human resources outsourcing for your business? If you are looking for information to help you choose what is right for you, use the questionnaire below to be contacted by vendors with
additional information:O HCM is one of the most important aspects of your business. If you can't understand your employees, their needs and how they impact your business, your company will struggle to grow. One factor that makes companies big is employees; HCM is a department that ensures that workers are happy, prepared and
ready to face challenges that come their way. Not all small businesses can build an internal HCM department. There are steps that small business owners can take, however, to create a workforce made up of happy and productive employees. We talked to HR experts who have shared their insights for companies looking to provide the
best human capital management for their workforce. [See the related: Supply and Demand, Marketing, Design: New Role of HR]4 tips to improve human capital management in your company1. Look beyond recruitment and onboarding. When it comes to talent management, some companies are so focused on hiring new people that they
ignore the ones they already have. Intelligent HR professionals know how employee engagement should go beyond recruitment and onboarding. Keeping employees happy and engaged in your company now depends heavily on how you approach the entire employee lifecycle, said Sanjay Sathe, President and CEO of GenomeSmart.
Sathe recommends asking yourself if your employee recognition, review and learning processes involve workers and whether your offboarding process matches your onboarding process. Deb Cupp, Corporate Vice President of Business and Business Industries at Microsoft, said you should focus on each individual's ability to progress,
considering their long-term options. Instead of focusing on the best performances, think of everyone as talent, Cupp.2 said. Learn how to connect with each employee. It is important to adopt a personalized approach to the daily management of employees. Melissa Moore, senior vice president and people director at behavioral analysis
firm Mattersight, advised taking employee personalities and preferences into account when managing and communicating with them. Moore also recommended learning how an employee is connected so that you, as your boss or manager, can meet your needs as a worker. For example, some employees may need more frequent check-
ins and a more personal relationship than other workers. Leadership development and employee engagement, Skidmore said, are ongoing processes designed to be strategic, sustainable, and measurable, and there is no single solution for managers. Initiatives and programs should be evaluated to provide personalized and effective
results for workers, Skidmore added.3. Invest in the right technology. To make your HCM processes as efficient and useful as possible, it's critical to implement the right technology tools for your company, said Claire Bissot, certified senior human resources professional (SPHR) and executive director of human resources at business
services provider CBIZ. HR professionals [should] start investing their time to build automated processes using technology so they can start coming out from behind the desk stacked with paper and going out to meet people, Bissot.4 said. Take a positive and transparent approach to communication. All companies must deal with changes
and transitions that affect their employees. Entrepreneurs should strive to communicate openly with employees not only during transition periods, but all the time. The change is frightening for everyone, and the unknown causes fear, Moore said. Communicate not only what is happening [in this situation], but also the day to day. Have
communication open as much as possible so people know what's going on, whether it's relevant or not. Sathe agreed, adding that situations such as layoffs or should be constructively reformulated when communicated to employees. For example, offering outplacement services can provide tangible support to employees whose roles have
been affected, Sathe said. This not only helps help employees move on to new roles, but it also sends a message to the remaining members of the team that the company and the owner have their interests in mind. During transition times, it is our job to provide... hope for the future, rather than creating situations that allow employees –
both impacted and remaining – to look at the past, Sathe said. What are the main functions of a human capital management system? While the four tips above are great opportunities to improve your existing system, it's also worth considering the key functions typical of HCM. That way, you can learn about new ways to expand your HCM
system or understand existing strategies that you may not have implemented in your current system. Here are four key functions of an HCM system: Hiring/termination: Those responsible for managing human capital must oversee all hiring and layoffs as well as onboarding. They must control the flow of people inside and outside an
organization based on the needs of their business. This also extends to autonomous, contract-based opportunities. Training: New employees need to be trained, and existing employees transitioning to new roles need help adjusting. HCM team members should focus on ensuring that everyone in your organization is prepared for the task
in question. Employee retention: Hiring great people is difficult, and keeping them happy can be a challenge. HCM should focus on nurturing talent, retaining the best performances, and investing in the company's next generation of culture. Moral: It's important for HCM team members to understand how employees are feeling and
communicate this to business leaders. Whether your business is entering a difficult time, or is facing troubling economic times, it's more important than ever that HCM teams focus on creating the right narratives around what's going on. Additional reporting by Nicole Fallon and Sammi Caramela. Some source interviews were conducted for
an earlier version of this article. Human capital is the economic value of the skills and qualities of work that influence productivity, such as education. Investing in these qualities produces greater economic production. Investments are called human capital because workers are not separated from these assets. In a corporation, it is called
talent management and is under the human resources department. Human capital recognizes assets and intangible qualities that improve worker performance and benefit the economy. These qualities cannot be separated from the people who receive or possess them. In 1964, Nobel Prize winners and University of Chicago economists
Gary Becker and Theodore Schultz created the theory of human capital. Becker realized investment in workers was no different from investing in capital equipment, which is another factor in production. Both are assets that yield income and other outflows. Becker differentiated between general and specific human capital. Specific human
capital: training or education that benefits only one company Human being training or qualities that benefit the individual in any company Becker found that companies were more likely to pay for specific human capital while individuals paid for general investments of human capital. Companies were less interested in investing in workers
who could then be hunted by competitors. Human capital includes any quality or human value that can improve economic production and productivity. Because these intangible assets cannot be separated from individual workers, quantifying them can be difficult. However, they constantly lead to an increase in economic performance.
Human capital can include qualities such as: EducationTechnical or workTrainingand emotional well-beingSacional and emotional well-beingProblem-olvingCommunication skills Investment in these qualities improves the skills of the workforce. The result is higher production for the economy and higher income for the individual. Becker's
research focused on education. Becker pointed out that the cost of education included time and money. Seeking an education means that students have missed the opportunity to work, travel, or have children. People would only seek an education if the potential income gain was greater than the cost. Becker's research was limited
because it focused hea much on the education of white men rather than various groups of people. Becker's theory explained how investing in education benefited people, companies, and countries. Most states that spend the most on education also have median household incomes higher than the national median, which in 2018 was
$63,179. States with High Education Spending, FY 2018 State Education Spending By Pupil Median Family Income New York $24,040 $67,844 District of Columbia $22,0759 $85,203 Connecticut $20,635 $76,348 New Jersey $20,021 $81,740 Vermont $19,340 $60,382 Alaska $17,726 $74,726 346 Massachusetts $17,058 $79,835 New
Hampshire $16,893 $74,991 Pennsylvania $16,395 $60,905 Wyoming $16,224 $61,584 Rhode Island $16,121 $64,340 U.S. data Census Bureau C: U.S. School System Spending Per Pupil by Region; 2018 The average household income in the United States with higher scores also has higher incomes. Investment in human capital
benefits individual workers as well as the economy in which they participate, creating greater earning potential and greater capacity to build wealth. This is particularly true for education. A 2018 Federal Reserve study found that those with a college degree receive 76% more than those with just a high school diploma. Families headed by
educated parents earn more than those without a college degree. They are likely to live in wealthier neighborhoods with better schools or be able to afford private schools. These children then receive a better education than the children of lower-income parents. As a result, children better educated parents have higher potential and
economic mobility. Higher education improves the effect of upward mobility when a child is born into a family without a university degree. Once the child earns a diploma, the whole family becomes richer. The Federal Reserve study found that a child who earns a college degree can increase family wealth by 20 ranking positions. Families
in which parents and children graduateed from college improved by only 11 positions in the ranking. On the other hand, the lack of a university degree can create a downward mobility effect. Children with college parents who did not graduate from college dropped 18 positions in wealth rankings. Children whose parents did not graduate
from college dropped 10 positions in wealth rankings. The United States does not invest in human capital as education at the same level as other developed countries. Between 2010 and 2014, U.S. spending on elementary and high school fell about 3 percent. Meanwhile, other developed countries have increased spending. Among
Americans aged 25 to 34, only 44% have college degrees. This is lower than in 11 other countries, such as South Korea, where 66% of young people have university degrees. One of the reasons for investing in lower education is that higher education in the U.S. is more expensive than in many other countries. The average annual tuition,
tuition, room and pension cost for a college in the state in 2019 was $21,950 for state residents and $38,330 for out-of-state students. This decreases economic mobility in the United States, limiting those who receive a university education. It also limits the increase in human capital, which in turn limits economic growth. Human capital is
the economic value of the skills and qualities of work that influence productivity. They are qualities such as education, health and training at work. Human capital is intangible, but it cannot be separated from workers. Education is one of the most important elements of human capital, leading to increased economic production, higher
individual income and increased economic mobility of families. In the United States, limited investment in education plus higher education costs result in limited economic mobility and stagnant growth in human capital. This, in turn, limits the potential for economic growth. Growth.
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